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Foreword:
Are You CRAZY OR WHAT?
So, you want to be an independent comic book publisher? You’re crazy—but so
am I! My name is Brian Pulido, an independent comic book publisher with over three
decades of experience under my belt. I’m most known for founding Chaos! Comics,
creating Lady Death and being the publisher of Coffin Comics.
I’m not going to sugar coat it. Independent comic book publishing is like a
roller coaster. There are many ups and downs, even a few spins! However, it can be very
rewarding to express yourself on your own terms and if you are willing to put in the
work, you may find success.
So, what does it take to “make it’ in independent comic book publishing? There
are a host of skills, traits and behaviors that will help you succeed, but there are a few
“tentpole” traits that can make you stand out and I’ll lay them out here.
First up, have something to say. Why in the world would you take on such
a monumental task as publishing comic books unless you had a burning desire to
communicate something to the world? Certainly, you’re not doing this for fame or big
money. It’s got to be about the work and what you want to say. Also, be original. Be
yourself. Don’t follow trends.
Next, educate yourself and amass skills. This is an ongoing process. So many
individual skills funnel down to help you thrive as a comic book publisher and they do
take time to master, but to name a few—learn how to write, draw, balance a checkbook
and operate software. You get the gist. The list goes on!
In the beginning you will only have a small circle of fans and they are likely to
be your friends and family, so you’ll need to be your own marketing firm. It is incumbent
upon you to “widen the circle.” Tell everyone you know about your work. Go to comic
shops. Go to comic book conventions. Meet people. Seduce others with your passion.
Be consistent. Be responsible. Be methodical. Ever feel down in the dumps and
uninspired? Get up and do the work anyway. Ever feel like crawling under a rock due to
self-doubt? Take the first step anyway. Don’t feel like doing “it” today? Do it anyway. I
cannot stress enough that being consistent—and dealing with all the behaviors that derail
you—makes all the difference in the world.
In the end, perhaps the most important trait to have if you want to be a comic
book publisher is to have fun. Having fun is infectious. People like to be around fun
people. Consider seeing your career as a comic book publisher as an aspirational journey
that you invite others to be part of. You will be surprised at the results you produce.
These are just a few of the traits that could help you on your journey as a comic
book publisher. I hope they are of service to you!
Good luck — Go get crazy!
Brian Pulido of Coffin Comics
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Editorial: Stepping Up
and Following Through
This is an absolute trip. Being part of the award-winning Comic Book School
community, working with award-winning indie and mainstream creators, and being
able to tell stories and have them published under an award-winning indie label; it’s all
a trip. Oh my god. Award-winning. I left out the “multi” because that sentence would
have looked really long and awkward, but yes, CBS’s first anthology, Creator Connections
Panel One, was actually a multi-award-winning anthology.
One might think there’s some inherent pressure for the next individual who
wanted to lace up the captain-bootstraps and helm the next anthology this community
put out— Double the pressure because it’s in the second year of a global pandemic. You
can even triple the pressure if that person has never managed an anthology or anything
more than their own small indie title. That specific person might be a glutton for pain
and more aptly referred to as a nutcase.
Hi, my name is Kris. You may call me nutcase, Señor Nutcase.
Joking aside, being an editor and project manager on the second volume
of CBS’s Creator Connections has actually been an incredible ride, complete with its
hurdles, twists, and turns, and I truly appreciate the opportunity Buddy Scalera has
given me in trusting me with the reins. Coming up with schedules for thirty-plus creators
to adhere to and hunting down deliverables from those same internationally-located
creators is something I can now add to my resumé and handle with pride (Without the
crying or rocking blanket-wrapped in the corner to boot!). On a side note, who knew
not everyone was in New York’s time zone? It’s blasphemy I tell you, but it’s incredible
knowing I am literally reaching all over the world for this project’s content.
I did mention there were some hurdles and my fellow editor and last year’s
lead, D. Alley, did an amazing job at showing me how to steer the boat and showing me
the path, and I’m eternally grateful for everything she taught me to get me through this
process. But it’s exactly like anyone will say about preparation: “you can’t prepare for it
all.”
It’s funny in a horrible way, but one of the things that I can see possibly making
last year’s anthology easier, is that people lived in fear. Creators locked themselves in
their homes to stay safe from the outside world, and there was a strong focus on creating
killer content in a world where there wasn’t much else to do. And sure, after the success
of last year’s anthology, we initially had people chomping at the bit to partake in this
year’s iteration. But I wasn’t prepared for when the interaction on the message boards
slowed and many of the creators, both new and returning, dropped out, and I had my
own period of fear kick in. Was I not doing what I was supposed to, to keep people
engaged? What am I doing wrong that people are dropping out?
Thank you Rob AnderSIN for keeping me enlightened of what the world was
like outside the NYC pandemic paranoia and its declining covid-positive test rates. The
fear people spent the last year controlled by gave way to the extreme buildup of cabin
fever as everyone was itching to get out of quarantine. Indie creators specifically, were
going back to 9-to-5s as backlogs of bills and rents stacked up, and friends and families
were iching to see each other. And after the vaccines arrived, some creators were doing
whatever they could to do anything except create.
Continued...
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Of course, there were definitely cases where creators were directly impacted by
the second wave of the virus. The artist on one of my own anthology stories was set back
when his 6-month old caught it. Thankfully she pulled through, but I’d like to send my
condolences to anyone who was affected.
And then there are The Others. The folk who pulled out of the anthology
challenge because they wanted to see some sun or had other priorities. There’s absolutely
no problem with them. Everyone has their own priorities, but thank you, Rob, for being
the straight shooter who made me realize that if people want it enough, they’ll (f’n) do it
and it wasn’t my fault if they didn’t.
With that said, I’d like to seriously thank all of the creators who kept their focus
and made it to the end of this challenge to make this anthology whole. I truly feel that
Panel Two is something fresh and exciting that rivals last year. With this second edition,
there’s another fun, fantasy romp from creators Jack Holder and Evan Scale with Lost
Inn Repose. Jarrod Elvin’s unforgettable MeatBucket MegaBabes return for more of their
zany space shenanigans. Mark Phipps and Philip Burnette bring a military-style, postapocalyptic action tale with Cyanide. Looking at the Flash Fiction, Chris Durston’s
Innfinity is bound to make sci-fi heads spin while Emily Ansell’s prose will have readers
questioning reality in Untethered. There’s so much talent in this collection, from industry
vets Darren Sanchez and Buddy Scalera to single-name superstars Jok, Roi and KDS, the
stories and artwork will have readers on the edge of their seats.
For anyone who fell out of this project, or was  timid in trying to take part, or
are thinking about getting in next year’s, I want you to look at another editor on this
project, A.A. Rubin. Look at how prolific this guy writes. He does it all, prose, poetry,
comics...and he places it everywhere, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Amazon. He’s always
promoting a new anthology he’s in or a new book he’s releasing. It’s truly awe-inspiring
how much content he produces and not just the amount of content, but good content.
Reading his stuff and knowing that I’m going to be working with him as an editor
challenged me to be better with my writing and stories and to be a sharper editor. I mean
the guy’s an English teacher and a fellow martial artist. Pretty baller and intense if you
ask me.
So look at the creators who are in this anthology and community. Look at other
creators you know. Get inspired. Create. Take part in your own trip. I look forward to
seeing you next year joining ours.
Kris Burgos of Tales Beyond
Managing Editor 2021
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Editorial: Learning To Fly
The great science fiction writer, Ray Bradbury, advised people to “jump off the cliff and
learn how to make wings on the way down. If we listened to our intellect,” he said, “we’d never
have a love affair. We’d never have a friendship. We’d never go into business, because we’d be
cynical...Well, that’s nonsense. You’ve got to jump off cliffs all the time and build your wings on
the way down.”
Bradbury’s words come up often here at Comic Book School (much to the
consternation of our editor, D. Alley) and, really, they are the perfect metaphor for this
anthology: unlike az traditional anthology where creatives submit finished stories which are
either accepted or rejected, our Creator Connections anthology accepts any creator who wants to
contribute, as long they are willing to follow our process of feedback and development, and are
able to stick to our schedule of professional deadlines. Armed with nothing but the prompt, “The
Time Inn,” creators were pushed off the proverbial cliff and told to build the wings that would
let their stories soar. Not everyone made it—growing wings while falling is a difficult task—but
those who did built the strange and wonderful things that comprise the anthology you are
reading presently.
If the anthology, generally, is imbued with Bradbury’s spirit, the flash fiction is inspired
by Bradbury more concretely. Last year, I took Sam Weller’s wonderful Ray Bradbury and
Creative Storytelling class at Columbia of Chicago Online, and I was struck by the way Bradbury
worked with illustrator Joseph Mugnaini on The October Country, his seminal collection
of gothic horror short stories. Each story in the collection is accompanied by a Mugnaini
illustration, which is printed in the book facing the title page. The collaboration between
Bradbury and Mugnaini was typical of the era, when science fiction pulp magazines often
commissioned artwork to accompany the stories that they published.
At that time, I was working on my comic story for last year’s anthology, and
approached Buddy Scalera, Comic Books School’s founder and the publisher of this anthology,
about including an illuminated Flash Fiction in the book. He liked the idea, and with a firm
shove off the cliff, he volun-told me to build it on the way down.
Last year, with, to continue the metaphor, a very quick descent, we published three
flash fiction stories. This year, with a bit of a longer fall, we have 11. Our creators range from
mainstream industry professionals like Scalera and Darren Sanchez, to fledgling creators on their
very first flight, like Beatriz Villares, Julia Porto, Julio Sergio Machado, and Fernando Carvalho
the four artists from Lipe Diaz’s Studio and School of Graphic Art, who generously donated their
work to our anthology. Our diverse flock includes prose writers like Ted Vician and Emily Ansel,
as well as comics creators like Andy Seabert, Joel Jacob Barker, and Alex Sapountzis, all of whom
took that leap of faith together and grew their wings on the way down. The stories they created
are weird and wonderful, ranging from the hard science fiction of Chris Durston, to the horror
of Kris Burgos and Jok; from the poetry of James McGill, to the folk magic of Christoff RDGZ.
And so we invite you to join us on our newly-minted wings through “The Time Inn” in
all its myriad of permutations throughout the multiverse, from the portal magic of the hotel in
the story Barker illustrated for me, to the horse ranch where Kevin Pei and Arielle Lupkin’s tale
occurs, to the cryptid bar featured in Glen T. Gottilla’s work.
Join us as we soar the thermals found by those creators who took Bradbury’s leap of
faith, and travel on their wings to places we guarantee you’ve never been before, places you can
only reach on wings that were made on the way down.
For information regarding the Bradbury quotes in this article, visit:
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/06/17/cliff-wings/
A. A. Rubin,
Prose Editor 2021
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Lost inn Repose

Writer: Jack Holder
Twitter: @jackholderai
Facebook: @arcaneinkdustries
Website: https://arcaneinkdustries.com
Penciller/Inker/Colorist: Evan Scale
Instagram: @evan_scale_art
Twitter: @evan_scale
Website: https://evanscaleart.com
Letterer: Micah Myers
Twitter: @micahmyers
Facebook: @micahmyers
Website: https://micahletterscomics.com
Additional Editor: John Robinson
Twitter: @IVwall
Website: https://ivwall.net/scorpiocomic

Lost Inn Repose © 2021, Arcane Inkdustries
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The Time inn

Writer: Ted Vician
Twitter: @StinkenderKase
Penciller/Inker: Darren Sanchez
Twitter: @darrensanch
Instagram: @fdarrensanchz
Website: https://afterhourspress.net/
Colorist: D. Alley
Twitter: @redheadeded
Instagram: @r3dh3ad3d3d
Facebook: @CBSDeeAlley
Website: https://redheadeded.com
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The Time iNN
Writer: Ted Vician / Artist: Darren Sanchez
Tonight, Marcy is serving a table with a Fae, a shapeshifted dragon, and Thor. She
spins her hand in a circle to signal they want another round. I turn, start pouring their orders,
and stack them on a tray for Marcy. Thor’s already a couple of horns deep in the storied past.
It’s all snow and sea, fire and conquest for him. The Fae keeps mixing it up: shots of dangerous
pasts and drafts of alternate futures. The dragon is drinking Starbirth, my oldest vintage. If
they keep on like this, they’re going to get rowdy later, but they always pay for the damage.
Usually, it’s the dragon who ends up paying. I suppose it’s the one with the hoard.
When I finish pouring, I turn back as the door swings open. Out of the dark steps a
vaguely humanoid character with a bluish glow. “What would you like, friend? I got time by
the glass or in a bottle.”
The stranger stands looking at me, apparently confused.
“Look, it’s not that hard. This is the Time Inn. I got people trying to buy time or just
borrow it. A desperate few even show up looking to sell it.”
“You are please understanding,” he says, “From a non-entropic universe I am. This is
my first experience with ‘time.’ I will have two bottles.”
“First time, so to speak.”
“I am replying, ‘yes.’ Sorry, did I already say that? This linearity is very difficult to
keep of track.”
“Tell you what. I’ll give you a glass of ‘forwards’ and one of ‘back.’ Drink this one
now, then the second one should return you.”
“Like being ‘there’ and then ‘here’. Space my universe has, but no time. I am here or
there, depending on where I wish to be.”
“Sounds about right.”
“Thank you.” He drains the first glass and pops like a blue bubble.
“Now look here!” shouts Thor. I look over at the group. They’re getting loud.
Immortals get kind of weird, if you pour enough years into them. “Of course, I know more
about time than you lot. I’ve got a whole day named after me.”
“On one planet, and a backwater at that,” replies the tall, dark Fae. “No day named
for a buffoon like you in Faery, that’s for sure.”
Thor’s eyes narrow and he glances down at his hammer. “Not just me. My mother
and father, as well. So have some respect.”
“It’s unfortunate the humans don’t appreciate your brother the same way. There
really ought to be a Loki’s-day,” says the dragon quietly.
That’s going to do it.
Thor’s chair slides backwards as he stands up. “You dare mention that scoundrel!”
“I am Draco. I am written in the stars. I do not dare anything.” Fire crackles, forming
wings behind his shoulders.
Lightning sparks as Thor squints. I slide out from behind the bar, carrying my
persuader. It’s a little something Hephaestus made for me, out of a branch from the first tree.
It’s indestructible and handy for straightening out just about anyone.
Marcy steps between them and pushes Thor back into his chair. “That’s enough. Be
nice or be gone, I don’t care. I don’t need this crap from any of you. I got other customers to
take care of, too.”
They’re all quiet, stunned. She starts collecting the empty glasses and putting them
on her tray. “Draco, you got gold for all this? Or are you having another round?”
Before anyone speaks, the air flashes blue and something drops onto the table.
The blue humanoid rolls off the edge of the table, into the Fae’s lap, sending them sprawling.
“Oberon’s twiggy beard!” he shouts while scrambling to his feet.
“Well, that was certainly something,” says the blue creature as he stands. “I am back
here, or I suppose, now. I shall bring some friends to experience this in the future, or the past.”
He’s catching on to this time thing pretty quickly.
END
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The Reservation at the Time inn

Writer: James McGill
Instagram: @blakgambit
Facebook: @blakgambit
Twitter: @Blakgambit
Artist: Beatriz Villares
Instagram: @biscoitodecenoura
Website: https://bvillaress.artstation.com
Website: https://www.behance.net/bvillaress
Note

A Reservation at the Time Inn, Story © 2021, James McGill;
The Time Inn, Art © 2021, Beatriz Villares
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The Reservation at the Time inn
Writer: James McGill / Artist: Beatriz Villares
Upon entering you smell the odor of old wood with a little bit of rot.
A few more steps in, you pick up on other scents you weren’t expecting, such as sawdust and plaster.
Running your hand over the wall, it feels as if nothing had been dusted in months.
But breathing in, it feels as if all the windows were open and everything is as clean as spring.
Walking towards the front desk, each footstep sounds crisp as if walking on the hardest of oak flooring.
With each step though, the same flooring creaks, as if it would break at any moment.
The items furnishing and decorating the room confuse your eyes.
They appear to be new but as you get closer, you can see their age.
Small bits of paint flake off the art, small cracks web themselves through the furniture.
You think that if you were to sit in them, they would disintegrate to dust.
But then a guest takes a seat in one and nothing happens.
You get to the front desk and ring the bell.  
The bell emanates a clear sound for a short while, as if new, then abruptly stops like it is damaged.
A young Asian woman appears at the desk, who doesn’t look older than 28.
But you can tell she has more wisdom in her eyes than any person her age should.
She welcomes you with a smile and your key without even asking for your name.
She asks for your voucher in exchange.
A week ago, an old man came across your path and for some reason, you had lunch with him.
All you remember about him is the conversation and the gift he gave you.
You pull out the piece of paper that, you realize, is just as confusing as the Inn itself.
It looks brand new but feels extremely delicate as if it were an ancient scroll.
If asked, you would be unable to describe the voucher.
At the bottom of the page are two boxes and a hole.
The woman behind the desk takes the voucher and punches a hole in the second box.
She informs you that the third box will be punched if you have any guests during your stay.
She hands the voucher back to you along with your key.
The woman walks back into her office and closes the door.
You realize you forgot to ask where the room was.
You head to the elevators and push the up button.
10 minutes later you discover yourself in front of a deep green door with the number “1996” on it.
You realize you walked here as if you knew the way all along.
Suddenly, you suffer a severe case of Déjà vu looking at the door.
You decide to push the oddities out of your mind and enjoy the area, maybe the beach.
A shower, change of clothes, and 30 minutes later, you find yourself outside the Inn.
Just as you choose to go left, you realize you don’t have your wallet.  
You berate yourself for the absentmindedness that is your genetic legacy.
Then you feel a tug on your shirt.
Looking down, you see a small boy about the age of 8.
He explains that he had been separated from his parents because he had stopped to pet a cat.
As his parents had been in a hurry, they hadn’t noticed.
Continued...
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The Reservation at the Time inn
...Continued

You bring the boy into the hotel, and go up to the main desk to speak to the woman from before.
She agrees to help by contacting the local police station.
Then you hear a click.
The receptionist has clipped the third square of the voucher.
Realizing what your act of kindness has cost you, you berate yourself a little more for not realizing.
You bring the boy with you to retrieve your wallet.
As you head up to your room, you see the boy follows you.
You realize he’s hyper-focusing due to the adrenaline spike from getting separated.
When you reach the room, you have the boy stay outside while you retrieve your wallet.
While you are in the room, you hear a sniffling coming from outside.
Upon exiting the room, the boy is on the floor crying while cross-legged.
You sit down in front of him, in the same pose, and tap him on the shoulder.
“What’s wrong? I’m sure your parents will be here shortly.”
“I’m an idiot.  I can’t do anything right.  I can’t even follow my parents for 10 minutes.”
His cheeks are glistening from tears and you feel a drop in your stomach.
“No way.” You say quietly to yourself as a memory clicks in your head.
The Déjà vu goes away as memory becomes crystal in your mind.
“Yes way!  I can’t keep my thoughts straight.”
Then you look him in the eye and say the words that helped you.
“You’re not an idiot. Your brain works differently, that’s all.  
You’re not going to be able to understand why just yet, but I promise you, understanding will come.
Do not let what you’re feeling now be your standard.
When you feel this way, feel it.
But then move past it.
Hope is a better way to live than despair.
Hope for the best, expect the worst.”
You stand up and take the boy’s hand.
Two hours later his family finds him and lovingly scolds him for getting separated.
You decide that you don’t want to tempt fate with a place like this and get your things.
When you get to the front desk, you apologize and ask if it would be okay to check out now.
She completes the check-out process and thanks you for staying at the Time Inn.
Attached to the bill is the voucher, but all three boxes are empty.
The woman behind the desk explains that she had made a mistake when you brought the boy in.
You are getting a new one to correct the mistake.
END
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Meatbucket Megababes:
“Time Out At The Time inn”
Writer/Artist/Letterer: Jarrod Elvin
Instagram: @jarrodelvin
Facebook: @mickmacksjarrod
Website: https://mick-macks.com

Meatbucket MegaBabes © 2020, Jarrod Elvin
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Frozen Carnage:
A CF-1 Tale
Writer: Kris Burgos
Instagram: @talesbeyond
Instagram: @kris.burgos
Website: http://talesbeyond.com
Artist: Jok
Instagram: @jok_comic
Facebook: @jok.laproductora
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Frozen Carnage : A CF-1 Tale
Writer: Kris Burgos / Artist: Jok
The burning cinders running through my veins are engulfing my senses. The
unrelenting skewering within, like shattered glass scraping at my bones and organs, is paralyzing.
Is this shock?
War never prepared me for this. Am I dying? I’m not dying. I wouldn’t be standing.
But I can’t move. Everything around me has stopped. Or has it? I can’t move my eyes. Can’t
blink. Nothing in my peripheral is moving. My gun is in my hand. I’m aiming forward, but I
can’t move it. Help me. What’s wrong with me?
A scream. Jesus, it’s a horrific shrill. Violent. Completely caught me off guard, scared
the remaining life out of me. But I can’t even flinch. I can’t find cover. I want to hide.
Someone grunted. It’s fading now, no, not fading...dying. A gurgling end. I’ve heard men
make the same retching sound as they choke on their own blood. The final fight for breath is
unmistakable.
There! Across the room. A heaping mass just crashed to the ground. Knocked over a
pole. A sign? A construction sign. “Mythos...?”
Wait. What fell? Is that a body? It dropped something, but I can’t...it’s like a pipe...
decorated with a silver star! Oh God, no. The star rests on the stock of a Remington model 870. I
know that gun. Nicholas. My comrade. My brother. What happened? Why are you lifeless on the
ground?
Why can’t I run to you? Why can’t I help you? I’m completely frozen in time. A witness
to the world around me but not a participant.
I have to try, try to...remember. Remember. What in Hell is going—
What?
What is that?
What’s that sound?!
Something’s moving. Sliding across the floor, no, slithering. Like a snake. The lumbering
pace...it’s heavy. And now another sound. It’s subtle, like a hollow pipe venting air. But the air is
moving, going in and out of the pipe...the pipe is breathing.
But, are there more?
Hold my breath. Listen.
Yes. It’s minute, but it sounds like there are many. I have to run. Get to Nicholas and...
the sign! “Mythos” Yes!
I remember...
We’re at the Mythos Inn. They’re renovating, something about getting this ancient
dump up to par with the fancy hotels in the area. My team was called in when all Hell broke
loose...someone started killing indiscriminately. Some-thing. Whatever it is, it’s down here in the
basement. We’re trapped down here with it. It won’t let us go. And most of my team is now dead.
Gunfire! Erupting in fully-automatic bursts.
Get it! Kill it!
That piercing shrill again. Something small just flew across the room, splattered against
the wall. Another weight just crumpled to the ground but I can’t see it. It’s to my right. I just—
Silence.
Sweat is dancing in my eye. I still can’t blink. More burning, on top of the fire racing
through my nerves.
I hear it again. The slithering. The heavy creeping is getting closer. I can hear the pipes
again. Their breathing intensifies as they get closer. My own breathing is hastening. It’s the only
thing I can do. I must control it! Pretend I’m not not here...
It’s behind me. The convoluted pipes breathe on my neck. Tens of them.
Something’s touching my arm. It’s cold. Rough, but damp. I can’t see it clearly, but it’s
getting sharper. It’s, oh no, it’s sliding up my arm! I can feel it ripping open my skin on its slow,
agonizing path up my sleeve as easily as a zipper. My arm is draining onto the floor. I can hear
the droplets turn into a steady stream.

Continued...
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Frozen Carnage : A CF-1 Tale
...Continued

Now something’s on my leg. It’s wrapping itself around my ankle. Climbing my thigh.
It’s squeezing. I can feel the pulse in my leg is being tested.
Wet sandpaper is brushing up my neck. A heavy pant tickles the front of my ear while
the slightest of nips pinch the back. I feel an uncontrollable bile rise up in my mouth. This is
Hell.
Steps! Coming down the stairs. No! Don’t come down here! Run! Wait. They aren’t
stepping. They’re rolling. I see it ahead, a metal ball rolling down the staircase.
The pressure on my arm and leg is releasing. The lumbering mass is ignoring me! It’s
charging toward the stairs, but I can barely make it out in the shadows.
A flash at the bottom of the stairs! A deafening pop. Through the blinding fire, the
serpentine body of my tormentor is finally clear. But, that makes no sense. It has no legs. It’s just
a thick tail drawn by a massive naked body. Grotesque and covered in scales, it’s stumbling! It’s
confused! Mammoth arms are flailing. It’s hair stands, moving on it’s own, like individual fingers
lashing out at the bright light.
It’s... defending itself? From what? The ringing in my ears is subsiding. Gunfire! Thank
God! Holes are erupting throughout the creature’s body! They got it! I’m saved!
All clear.
Positive ID. Serpentes Gorgonea, ladies and gents. First catalogued sighting in over a
thousand years. Dammit. I would’ve loved to have it in my lab. You know, with a pulse.
Rules of engagement dictated putting it down.
Must’ve been sealed in here for a long time. Probably released during the renovations.
Jesus. These bodies are everywhere.
Help me.
I know, right? Talk about needing a cleanup on aisle fu—
Stow it. I think this one’s alive.
I am! Help me.
Damn. Dude’s seen better days.
Let me get a look.
Is he breathing?
Yes... But other than that, he’s unresponsive. Brachial artery is wide open, he’s lost a lot of
blood. He doesn’t have long.
Help me. Please.
Son of a— put him down and get a team in here for cleanup.
What? No, I’m still here! Get that gun out of my face!
Sorry soldier.
Stop! Save m—
END.
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TO BE ALONE
Writer: Joel Jacob Barker / Artist: Alex Sapountzis
“It’s always been my get away,” Julian thought as he placed his loafers by a lake’s
edge. “Then why does it feel like I’ve gotten away from nothing?”
Barefoot, Julian stepped onto a dock. An old, sturdy dock like the boards
which mazed through his grandparents’ house. Each step took him closer to when his
grandfather found the knife and Julian’s lifeless, childhood pup.
“It wasn’t my fault!” Julian blurted.
Wait, a figure? No one else dared to be here at this time. It’s why Julian chose it:
to be by himself.
He couldn’t tell. This morning’s fog was thick. Julian ignored the hallucination
and sat down, his toes above the serene water.
“Darn that boy taking his sister’s toy,” Julian muttered. He turned the gold band
on his left ring finger. “I’m always warning him that his sister freaks out—and then his
mother!”
The figure shifted. He shaded his eyes and looked. “Hello?”
The figure stood up and faded into the fog.
Julian crossed his arms. “Jeez, another cold Memorial weekend.”
“That’s right.” He squeezed his shoulders. “Damn office is freezing—even the
winter!” Julian slammed and bruised his knuckles as he shouted across the lake. “If I ran
that office I’d turn up the heat on my lazy bum co-workers, too!”
Startled, Julian noticed that not only had the figure returned, but that it mimed
him.
“Hey!” Julian leapt up. “What’s the deal?” He scurried to shore, and headed to
the other side of the lake, worried. “Maybe they found out who burned up those reports.”
The figure paused. Julian sniveled, “I was upset—scared I’d lose the project!”
The figure turned and vanished into the fog once more. Julian reached the other
side and discovered another dock. He looked back, the figure was now on the very dock
he had just left.
“Who is this guy, if not a spy?” he thought. “It ain’t too popular of a resort!”
Julian stamped a foot. The figure mimicked him.
Julian walked back.
The figure mirrored him.
He stopped and writhed his fists.
The figure shadowed.
Julian ran to the end of the closest dock.
The figure did the same.
Both of them jumped from their identical docks. They trudged the water, closer
to the other. Julian’s face became crimson with rage, but fear overtook him. The figure was
inches away.
A chill ran through him.
Not because he was soaked to his bones.
The figure was not where he was.
Julian closed in on the other dock. He reached the edge, and had no strength left.
He labored onto the dock.
Slumped, he breathed deeply.
Julian hoisted his head as the fog cleared.
The sun lit the dock he had just left. Medics rushed to aid the resort manager
on the lit dock. A body was lifted out of the lake, and the EMTs went to work. A group
gathered. Julian yelled. No response. He screamed. The manager turned to Julian. A
minute passed, then the manager looked back down at the body.
END
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Untethered
Writer: Emily Ansell / Artist: israel Rodriguez
People who say a knock to the head can mess up your day, don’t know the half
of it. But you’re here for the story, not to listen to me wax philosophical.
I was here in the city on business, headed down to a pub for lunch. No, I’m
not going to tell you which pub. We don’t need a bunch of louts and conspiracy types
showing up and causing trouble.
How’d it happen? I don’t really know. I was minding my own business. I heard
some ruckus behind me. And next thing I know I’m waking up on the floor.
***
“You alright, fella?” The voice starts far away, but gets closer as my vision clears.
It’s the bartender, heavy eyebrows knit into a frown.
“What? What the... Why am I on the floor?”
“You took one of those big glass tankards to the back of your skull. Guy just
learned his buddy was sleeping with his girlfriend. Bouncer didn’t get ‘em quite fast
enough. We’ve called you an ambulance.”
“Oh. Okay.”
The ambulance came and went. They said I didn’t have a concussion, but
told me to take it easy. They took down my name and I promised to call if I had any
worsening symptoms.
The bartender put me in a booth, and returned with a cup. “Sorry lad, we’re
switching you to water after that. Just in case. Gonna bring you some food, too. On the
house. You just sit there as long as you need.”
“Okay. Thank you.”
A server brought the food a few moments later. A steak sandwich with half a
cow’s worth of meat and chips cut so thick they looked like bananas. I tucked in, and
after that I felt a lot better. I tipped the waitress and the bartender and headed out.
I made my way back down the street toward the Neoclassical building on the
corner. A couple passed me; both had blue hair and wore very little apart from their
tattoos. But there was something off about them, something odd about the patterns they
wore on their skin. I shook it off as I climbed the stairs into the building. I didn’t have
time to worry about heebie-jeebies.
The woman behind the reception desk was different. She smiled. “Can I help
you, sir?”
“Thank you, but I’m just heading upstairs for the investors meeting.” I pulled
out my ID badge and held it out to her.
She frowned. “I’m sorry, that isn’t one of ours.”
“Pardon me? I was here all morning!”
“Perhaps you’re mistaken? This is a library.”
“What?”
“Can I give you directions to where you need to be?”
“Where is here?” I demanded.
“This is The Amelia Earhart Presidential Library and Museum. There is a sign.”
She pointed above her. I stepped back and there it was, emblazoned in bronze letters. I
turned, greeted by a large portrait of a serious-looking woman, familiar yet older than I’d
ever seen her. On a plaque underneath the letters M, X, C, V, I, and L were arranged in
some kind of pattern.
Deep, stabbing prickles ran up my spine into my skull and down my limbs. I
backed up slowly.
“Sir, are you alright?”
Continued...
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...Continued

“This isn’t... this can’t...!”
I saw her picking up her phone. Security? The hospital? The cops? I wasn’t
willing to risk it.  
Back out on the sidewalk, I looked around. The street looked no different than
how I’d left it; how could the building have changed? Then I began to see them. Other
people, like that couple. Clothes, hair, body mods; all familiar things, but all the patterns
and symbols unfamiliar. All somehow wrong.
“You okay, buddy?” A man at the counter of a newspaper stand was watching
me closely.
“I...don’t know. Wait!” I snatched up one of the magazines, staring at the faces of
the man and woman on the cover. Underneath was scrolled The Princess and Queen Talk
Their New Charity Venture. The cover date was last week.
“What the...?”
“Hey, you gonna buy that?”
I threw some money on the counter and dashed off. Back to the pub. That’s
where this had started. Maybe if I went back, I could fix it.
The bartender’s head came up as I burst through the doors. “Everything okay,
fella? Did you forget something?”
“Yeah, my sanity. I came in here and things were normal. I go out there and
Amelia Earhart was President?” I held up the magazine. “Freddie Mercury and Princess
Diana are still alive? I...”
I looked around. The patrons had all changed.
“What do you see?” The bartender asked.
“The people in here. Some in regular clothes, those ones look like they came
out of The Matrix. Those three are... Vikings? And, Native Americans? I don’t even know
what that couple is. They look... like dinosaurs. And... they all overlap.”
“Aw, my boy. You’re seeing them. I should’ve realized.”
“Realized what?”
“You’ve become Untethered.”
“I don’t understand.”
“The science guys can explain better, but basically, you’re not bound to one
dimension anymore, you’re part of all of them. At least all the ones that intersect here.
That’s why you can see everybody, you’re part of this Universal Constant now.”
“What?”
“So, time-space is thin here. The multiverses insect on this spot. And in a lot of
multiverses, there’s a pub here. Or a bar, or an inn, or whatever. We call it the Time ‘N
Space Inn.” He chuckled. “Where’re you from, kid?”
“Carthage.”
“Ah, Punic Confederacy. Should’ve known. But you’re here now, and we’ll find
something for you. What were you before?”
“Before?” The word had such a finality to it. “I was a banker.”
“Well, maybe we can find you something like that. If all else fails, we’ll teach
you bar. You’re one of us now, and we take care of each other. Come on round back, I’ll
introduce you.”
I looked down at the magazine again, then followed him through the
‘Employees Only’ door.
END
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Extended Stay at the Time inn
Writer: Buddy Scalera / Artist: Andy Seabert
I lose track of time. Centuries have blurred together for me. Except for a few alltoo-brief interactions with a few creative space travellers, I’m alone up here. Waiting for
the world to end.
Humans have long-since fled Earth. If my equipment is correct, they’ve left this
entire galaxy. I haven’t seen a flicker of light from colonies on Mars or even Venus. No
radio waves, no photon-light trails. Nothing but darkness and the remnants of a 10-year
intergalactic war.
The view isn’t bad from the Time Inn, my personal space hotel. In continuous
low-orbit around Earth, I have a decent view of the planet. My external tech is working,
including my telescopes and navigation, so it’s not bad.
That this is the third Time Inn space satellite since I started this mission.
The first was a claustrophobic death trap with dangerously primitive technology. I’m
surprised they even let me launch the damn thing, but I suppose they had no choice.
By the year 2047, anyone with enough cash could launch into low orbit. I certainly had
enough cash.
When you’re immortal, money is easy. You buy a few stocks and some plots of
land, hold for a few hundred years, and that’s it. Slow, steady wealth that normal humans
can’t achieve.
Of the 10 original immortals, only five of us survived. I am the only immortal
left in this galaxy, which may or may not make me the last living immortal. As long as I
am not struck by a fatal blow, I’ll live forever.
This is my gift and my curse.
The original idea was to just stay on Earth until the eventual—and inevitable—
end of the planet. Eventually, Earth will die, and someone should be there to witness it.
When we learned in 2035 that the Earth was—like all of the planets—a living thing, we
also discovered that it was dying. Like, really, honestly, truly, can’t-believe-it, dying.
We focused on getting to Mars, Venus, and then out of the galaxy. It turned out
to be easier than we’d expected. We finally got all of the countries to work together on the
technology to get us off the Earth. That was nice.
For a while there, it was fun making light jumps between planets. After a while,
it became obvious that we needed to get out of the galaxy, since “the end is nigh...” as
they say.
The immortals agreed that one of us would stay behind to bear witness to the
end of the Earth. I volunteered to stay behind.
As life on Earth declined, it became obvious that I was not going to be
comfortable on any of the drowning continents. The endless storms and boiling oceans
made it...how do I describe it...uncomfortable. Hot, wet, and uncomfortable.
I bought the first Time Inn satellite, launched into orbit, and waited.
Fortunately, (I can’t say enough how lucky I was) my fellow immortals returned
not once, but twice with upgraded satellites. The original Time Inn had long since fallen
into disrepair. The second was much better, but small. This one will see me to the end.
Questions? No, I don’t need to eat or drink. I feel some hunger and thirst
sometimes, but that passes fast. To be honest, I miss eating, even if I don’t actually need
it to survive.
Continued...
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...Continued

Yes, I feel hot and cold. No, I will not die from radiation exposure. A bullet to
the head or a knife to the heart? Yes. Those would kill me, and have killed a few of my
immortal brothers and sisters.
I wonder about the remaining immortals. Did they survive? Are they also staked
out as final witnesses to something? Is someone just outside the edges of this galaxy
waiting for it to end? I wish they had left me better communications equipment.
The Earth boils and burps far below me. I have nothing for documentation,
other than my own memory. I count time in centuries, and watch as this poor, round
creature slowly wheezes toward death.
I keep a cursory watch on the other planets, as well as the sun. They interest
me less, but provide for an occasional light show. Earth is my mission, so I will remain
focused.
Earth will die and I will bear witness.
You know what I miss? Music. My music players have long since disintegrated. I
would prefer a single song over a complete meal.
Other than the patter of space junk and solar storms on my ship, there’s not
much to listen to. I can’t even make music anymore, since my instruments have also
fallen to pieces. Glue, rubber, and plastic seem to last a long time compared to a typical
lifetime, but to me, nothing lasts long enough.
Eventually I will leave. But humanity owes the Earth too much to leave now.
Earth is dying. I am here to hold its hand.
I’ve committed myself to this mission. I will bear witness to the death of the
Earth. It does not know I am here. I am small and insignificant to a living planet.
I will bear witness to the end of the Earth. Then I will do something else. Go
somewhere. Maybe even listen to music again.
Until then, I wait.
END
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Goat Feet
Writer: Christoff RDGZ / Artist: Julia Porto
I still remember the night I met with old man Duncan Macnab. I had been
waiting for about two hours, sitting at my usual spot in The Time Inn, indisputably the
most iconic and underrated pub in the whole city.
As a regular, I was frequently granted permission to stay a little after closing,
and that, mixed with the best pints in town and incredible live music, made this my
favorite place for interviews. But it was getting late, and I was starting to feel nervous.
My job was at stake since my boss told me I was losing  readers. It’s no easy
task at all to keep everybody’s attention at a paranormal stuff magazine week after week,
you know. I knew I couldn’t save myself again with a last minute story about UFO
sightings and weird lights in the sky. I would need something special to deliver this time,
something...unusual.
You need to connect with the audience at a personal level, they say.
But it’s not just that, trust me. You need to sound believable. It’s a matter of
confidence in the end, you know. And there’s nothing better than a good testimony to
back a crazy story.
So, after a bunch of phone calls and collected favors, the name of old Macnab
popped out.
Honestly, I can’t remember who told me about crazy old Macnab, a retired
academic Scottsman with a melodic accent, known for his travels around the globe—an
old-fashioned adventurer, with a lot to tell.
You’ll see, after the third pint, Duncan will start talking more and more and I
guarantee you, some of his stories are remarkable!  I recall somebody saying.
It was just after the bartender screamed for everybody to finish their drinks when the old
man appeared. We only had twenty minutes—maybe less—to talk. I thought it was his
way to limit the questions and create a sort of mysterious atmosphere around himself,
you know. I was in no position to complain, anyway, I had contacted him just a few
hours before, and he agreed to meet without any conditions. He was a quick drinker, so I
didn’t need to wait too long for him to start getting into the matter.
At the very beginning, it was a bit hard for me to follow his words, but after
a while I started to get used to his accent and felt totally hypnotized by his jokes and
anecdotes.
Suddenly, he changed his tone drastically, stopped, and looked at me very
seriously with a look in his eyes that could freeze blood.
“Would you like to hear the story about how my brother and I had an encounter
with a Goat Feet?” he asked.
I looked at him trying to figure out if it was another of his jokes, but I didn’t
have the time to think about it because he started to speak.
“You’ll see, young man, what I am going to tell you is the truth and nothing but
the truth,” he said.
After a long drink he started talking about how he and his brother took a long
trip to South America, about how much they wanted to visit The Patagonia and The
Land of Fire, and how they managed to travel knowing just a few words in Spanish, using
almost no maps.
“It was the early seventies, you know,” he said.
I was a bit sleepy and my attention was slipping when his tale became more
interesting. I quickly jumped back to it the moment he mentioned Jules Verne and how
both of them wanted to reach San Juan De Salvamento’s lighthouse—The Lighthouse at
The End of The World—it sounded fascinating.
Continued...
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He continued the tale saying that before they could cross to The Land of Fire,
they got lost in the middle of nowhere. It was just a straight, narrow muddy road. It
was the middle of the night and there was some fog. It was mid September, close to
Springtime but still cold, and there was snow all over the place.
“We lost track of our own steps, my boy, and we needed to stop for a while to
recover our legs. So, there we were sitting over a flat rock at one side of the road, when
we saw her,” he said.
“You saw who?”
“The nun,” he said.
I was hooked by his tale so I heavily tipped the bartender and ordered another
round.
“Yes, my new friend, a nun; she came out of nowhere. We couldn’t determine
her exact age because she was under a heavy hood and wearing a long cassock. She asked
what we were doing there.
“‘Andan perdidos?’ [Are you lost?] she asked.
“Lost was one of those words in Spanish my brother knew well, so he nodded
and the nun offered us shelter for the night at the cloistered convent.
“‘No se sabe qué puede andar por ahi,’
[Nobody knows what could be around] she said.
“I was too tired to say anything, so I started following my brother who was just
behind the nun. I noticed we were undoing our steps, but I assumed she would know the
area better. Thing is that I started to feel uncomfortable, you know. A freezing chill was
traveling through my entire body. Something was definitely not right.”
I might have thought the old man was adding some extra drama to the mix, but
the way he was shaking while grabbing the glass made me change my mind.
“Don’t ask me how, but a thin beam of moonlight illuminated the three of us
and showed one of her feet shyly peeking out from her cassock. It was a goat’s one! I
swear I couldn’t even think; I grabbed my brother by the shoulder, and we ran like hell
was claiming our souls! Sometimes I can still hear her sharp laugh, you know,” he said.
After walking Duncan to a taxi, I ran home to start writing the story. It was the
beginning of a prolific relationship since it was not the only story that crazy Macnab told
me.
END
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Consequences Of Journalism
and the Changing Times
Writer: Glen T. Gottilla / Artist: Julio Sergio Machado
It was once called the Lil’ Ale’ Inn, but now it is called the Time Inn. This
happened because the new owners loved time travel movies and hated aliens. The
regulars knew this, but no one else cared. Noah looked at the new sign, then entered the
dive bar expecting to see UFO nerds, bikers, and desert trash. This was Nevada, after all.
Everyone looked at Noah with shock as he walked slowly, looking for his friend.
“Hey Dr. Zayas, over here big guy!” a familiar voice called.
Noah sighed, then looked over at the middle-aged biker who was staring. Noah
made eye contact with him and said, “What! You never saw a Sasquatch sigh before?”
The shocked biker replied “Nope.”
Noah lifted his hairy arm and said, “Get out of here.”
He lumber to the bar and found his friend. Noah spoke: “Aaron, I thought I told
you not to call me that! Would you like it if I called you Elv—”
A thin arm in a yellow jacket reached up, and a hand covered the Sasquatch’s
mouth. “Don’t you dare call me that. I am?c just his clone,” Aaron replied.
The bartender, a redheaded, twenty-something, smiled and said “I thought you
looked like an Elvis impersonator.”
Aaron snapped his head over to her, giving her a good look at his pouty lips,
black hair and icy blue eyes. “Clone.”
Noah, the Bigfoot, sat next to Aaron and introduced himself: “Sorry, my friend
is sensitive. He is, in fact, the clone of Elvis Presley, and I am Bigfoot.”
He held a hand out to the bartender. “Pleasure to meet you.”
“Jane, here. Would you like a drink?”
Jane tried to shake Noah’s hand. It was much bigger than hers. “No. Well, not
yet,” Noah replied. “We’re waiting for a friend.”
“Who?” Jane inquired, secretly hoping to see the Loch Ness Monster try
and squeeze into the bar. It would make one hell of a Bar picture: an orange haired
Sasquatch, a clone of the hot Elvis, and a Plesiosaur. She had a tattoo of it on her back,
which she could show Nessie.
“Barry, he was also known as the Wombat kid,” Noah said.
“Kid my ass,” Aaron interjected. “He’s 32.”
A four-foot-tall round figure wearing jeans and hoodie walked up to Aaron and
pushed him into the bar.
“Why do you have to be such a jerk Aaron?” the figure asked in a whiny tone.
“Easy buddy, I am teasing.” Aaron replied.
The figure flipped back its hood to reveal a face that was a perfect combination
of a bear and groundhog.
“You must be the Wombat Kid,” Jane said, with amusement in her voice.
“Please, call me Barry,” said the Wombat Kid as he handed her his license. “Beer
please.”
Jane looked at his I.D., “Wow, you are 32.”
“Wombat Man, makes me sound like a superhero.” He patted his stomach then
confessed, “and I am not built like one.”
“Don’t be so hard on yourself. You’re pretty cute.” Jane returned his license.
“See Aaron, I am pretty cute!” Barry boasted as Jane went to get Barry’s beer.
“So why are you guys all here?” Jane finished up pouring Barry’s beer. “Because
this feels like a bad joke.”
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All three of them gave her the annoyed side eye. If this was a joke, none of them
found it funny. Jane gave Barry his beer then said, “Or not”
Noah looked at the bartender. “The Truth is we were each, at one point, the
biggest tabloid stars on Earth—”
“—And then we weren’t, and now it sucks,” Barry finished.
Aaron chimed in with “Me and Noah over here hated it, we got no peace. Barry,
on the other hand, loved it.”
“It’s been a decade since  we last graced the covers of those rags, and we want to
know why,” Noah continued.
Jane looked at them and then asked, “What will that accomplish?”
“Someone to blame and sue for the royalties,” Aaron said. “And now we have a
name: J. Nolan Kirkland. He was the ‘journalist’ who stalked us all.”
“We heard he haunts this place and we are here waiting for him,” Barry said as
he slammed the glass on the bar.
“‘Haunts,’ funny word guys,” said a sullen-looking middle-aged man with pale
skin, brown eyes, and graying mustache.
The trio looked at him. Aaron said, “It’s him!”
A bald, middle-aged man with a thick mustache and cheap, plaid leisure suit
stood next to them; It was Jonah Nolan Kirkland.
Kirkland shrugged his shoulders and said, “Yeah it’s me, and sorry I stalked you
guys. I should have contacted you and made things legal. But it won’t matter. The tabloid
went out of business, and then I had my heart attack”
“I am so sorry,” Noah said.
“Hey man I am sorry too,” Aaron added.
Barry looked at Kirkland. “Really? I thought they made money off celebrities?”
“No,” Kirkland said, sadly. “Haven’t you boys heard? Print is dead.” He reached
for Barry’s glass and his hand passed through it. “Yeah, print is dead and so am I.”
END
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Cyanide:
Warriors of the Apocalypse:
Hard Knocks at the Good Time inn
Writer/Letterer: Mark Phipps
Twitter: @psychophipps
Artist: Philip Burnette
Instagram: @philip.space
Website: https://deviantart.com/philipspace
Website: https://philipburnette.wixsite.com/cyanidewota

Cyanide: Warriors of the Apocalypse © 2021, Mark Phipps & Philip Burnette;
“Weasel” character created by Ian T. Standaert (used with permission)
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There Are No Ghosts Here,
Only Memories
Writer: A. A. Rubin /

Artist: Joel Jacob Barker

Before I begin my rounds, I open the locket I wear around my neck. I look at
the picture of my son, a moment stuck in time, a memory trapped in amber. I give him a
kiss and hope he can feel it, wherever he is.
***
I am a chambermaid at The Time Inn—the ninth wonder of the modern
world—where our patrons vacation not in space, but in time. People come here to
revisit their pasts and to escape their present, to research their roots, and to fulfill their
fantasies. It is somewhere you can go to escape, to spend a night or two somewhen else.
Our guests often have trouble deciding which room to experience. Those of us who work
here experience them all, every day.
***
I push my cart through the door of room 1924, careful not to let it slide across
the marble floor. The stone is durable, but if I lose control, it might damage the molded
lambris below the sculpted stucco bass relief, or knock one of the ornate, Tiffany torch
lamps into the alcove which houses the silk-upholstered couch. I dust the crevices in the
sculpted wooden plinth and wipe down the columns. I pick my tip up off the ornate side
table and laugh as I read the thank you note which accompanies it. It is signed, “Gatsby.”
Stay away from the pool, I think, as I run my hand over the gilded moldings on
my way out of the room.
***
It is the eve of the revolution, and I pick up a wayward tricorne from the
plank-board floor of room 1776. A scholar stayed here last night, you can always tell by
the small anachronisms. The papers scattered about the room are printed on a modern
computer, not yellowed with age, and the dirty glass left on the desk smells of scotch, not
rum.
I collect the glass in my cart to return to housekeeping, but am careful not to
disturb the scattered documents. I’ve learned from bitter experience, that despite my
inclination to straighten the place up, scholars hate it when you move their stuff.
***
The fetishists, on the other hand, are exact in every detail. As I enter room
1845, I see the remnants of torn petticoats, blue velvet brocade, and broken shards of
whalebone strewn across the floor. It seems a shame to have gotten all gussied up, only
to ruin it by tearing it off in a night of ribald debauchery. I hope she found the effort
worthwhile.
***
Room 1969 is one of the most popular rooms in the hotel. It is difficult to push
the cart because of the thick, bright green carpet. I dust off the Janis Joplin record they’ve
left on the record player, and dump the stubs of marijuana cigarettes from the ashtrays.
Most nights, we get boomers who want to relive the Summer of Love, except for July
20th, which is booked solid for the next fifteen years by enthusiasts who want to watch
the moon landing on live TV.
***
The trashcan in room 1992 is filled with tissues stained with tears and mascara.
A dog tag lies on the floor next to the nightstand. I pick it up and replace it next to the
clock radio. I see variations on this theme many times a day—1971, 1812, 1415, 490 BCE.
Continued...
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The year changes; the grief remains the same. I wonder whether a mother or a widow
stayed here last night. Without thinking, I touch the locket that hangs around my neck.
There are no ghosts here, only memories.
***
One time, a guest left my tip in Spanish Galleons. Normally, it’s annoying when
customers tip in ancient currency. It’s a pain to change into contemporary cash. Not
many banks will do it, and those that do charge exorbitant fees. Not this time though.
Those coins were pure gold. They would have made a nice college fund or nest egg. If
only...
***
Room 1976 features a picture-sized bay window. I pause in the middle of
vacuuming the shag carpeting and part the curtains to look out on the bell-bottom-clad
pedestrians who move up and down the street. I wonder what would happen if I opened
it and walked out. How far does the magic go?
***
There is one final room before I complete my rounds. I always save it for last.
It is one of our cheaper rooms, one of relatively recent vintage. The décor is nearly
contemporary, but if you know what you’re looking for—or if, like me, you had time for
extended looking—you’d notice subtle differences in the color choices, the shape of the
desktop computer, and the style worn by the ghosts who flicker across the flatscreen TV.
I stick my head out the door, and look up and down the hall to make sure
nobody is watching, then flip the placard which hangs on the doorknob to the side that
reads, “Do Not Disturb.”
I take my shoes off, sit on the bed, reach inside my blouse, and pull out the
locket. I open it and stare at that picture, at that moment trapped in amber.
I cry until my tears run dry. Only then do I pick up the phone and dial his
number.
END
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Riley’s Journey

Writer: Kevin Pei
Instagram: @kpei136
Facebook: @kevin.pei.9
Twitter: @kpei136
Artist: Arielle Lupkin
Instagram: @artsmermaid
Twitter: @artsmermaid
Website: https://www.artsmermaid.com
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Riley’s Journey
Writer: Kevin Pei / Artist: Arielle Lupkin
“Oooh, look, there’s a show happening at the Academy Inn!” Charlotte exclaims
at Riley and Violet while staring at an ad in the inn lounge for the Claremont Riding
Academy. The poster is for a local horse show which offers both English and Western
equitation. “All three of us should enter, they have both disciplines, there’s something for all
of us!”
Violet inspects the advertisement, “But the poster doesn’t say where the show is.”
Reacting hastily, Riley turns toward the lounge for attention, “Does anyone know when the
show is?”
Charlotte points at the poster, “Not sure, but there is a phone number, maybe we
can look it up? We need to let them know by the end of the day today.”
The rest of the day flies by as the three friends fulfill their chores around the
barn. Riley, however, has a familiar pit forming in his gut. Trying not to let himself be too
distracted, he decides to take Forrest, his horse, out for a hack. He hasn’t ridden Forrest
in a while and he decides that getting in the saddle is a good way to clear his mind. While
trotting around aimlessly, the feeling of unease settles firmly within Riley.
Charlotte pulls up next to Riley on her horse. “You’ve been out here for an hour,
riding in circles. Blank stare. What’s bothering you?”
Riley continues silently. Huffing, Charlotte pulls her ride in front of Riley, locking
eyes with him as she cuts him off. He gives in with a sigh. “I chose to be different, okay. I
chose to take a path less travelled by...guys.”
Charlotte’s nose wrinkles in disbelief, “And you chose a sport that is dominated
by females. Years ago, so what? Why is this bothering you now?” Riley tries to break eye
contact but Charlotte doesn’t allow it. “Listen, you work at a barn where you often watch
top riders and usually get to ride with them. You also own your own horse which most
of them can’t even attest to and you teach riding. You’ve been doing this for, what, ten years
now?”
Riley shrugs. “I was just thinking back to when I first started riding and how
much I’ve grown I guess, thinking about if I fit in.”
Charlotte nods, “Well, you’ve accomplished a lot over the years, despite being a
dude. And you’ve got some great friends who’ll keep pushing you to be better. Accept it. It’s
awesome. You’re awesome.”
The sun begins to shine on Riley’s face, “Thanks Charlie, you’re totally right.”
Charlotte smirks, “I know.”
“Hey peeps!” Violet speeds over to the duo on her own steed. “Listen up, I just got
off with the show organizers. It’s during spring break so we would have plenty of time to
show and still be normal teens.”
Charlotte pumps her fist. “Well that settles that, we’re all entering the show!
Right Riley?”
Riley nods, “Yes. Definitely.”
Violet looks at the two of them, “Did I miss something?”
“Yeah, just Riley being a dude.”
“Yup. Me being a dude.”
Violet chuckles “You’ve always been a dude. It’s awesome.”
“I told him that.”
“She did.”
All three burst into laughter.
Riley postures himself in the saddle, grips his reins and gives a slight tug on
Forrest, “Sweet. Let’s sign up and get ready to ride!”
END
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The Verdant Seekers
Writer/Artist/Letterer: KDS
Instagram: @kds.art_and_stuff
Twitter: @kds_creator

Interstitial: The Verdant Seekers © 2021, KDS
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innfinity

Writer: Chris Durston
Instagram: @chrisdurstondoeswords
Facebook: @chrisdurstondoeswords
Website: https://chrisdurston.com
Artist: Fernando Carvalho
Instagram: @fernando_rcv
Twitter: @fernandorcvc
Website: https://www.artstation.com/fernandorcvc
Website: https://www.behance.net/fernandorc365a
*Student of Lipe Diaz’s Studio and School of Visual Arts
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innfinity
Writer: Chris Durston / Artist: Fernando Carvalho
The sight of the first coach over the hill inspired mixed feelings among Innfinity’s
staff. On the one hand, more business was always good—what’s a business for, if not to
do business? But, on the other, the nature of their business was frequently a logistical
nightmare.
Indeed, the foremost bus proved to be only the first of an infinitely long line.
Several of the housekeeping staff started stretching in anticipation of the workload to come.
The front door swung open and a chap with the unmistakable smile of a man who
arranged bus tours for a living entered the sumptuous foyer.
The receptionist inclined his head. “Welcome to Innfinity.”
“Ta...Davey,” said the newcomer, peering at the receptionist’s badge (which read
“David”) and plonking a heavy sheaf of papers on the desk. “Guest info,” he said, nodding
down at the stack. “I’m Nige. Liaison.”
David raised a neat eyebrow. “This appears to be finite, sir.”
“Got ‘em alvl to write really small,” said Nige, as if that explained anything. “Go
on, then. Always wanted to see the move.”
“The...move, sir?”
Nige blinked. “Infinite hotel, infinite guests? The...thing?”
“Oh, I see.” David adjusted his tie, which was already perfectly straight. “We no
longer move guests in space.”
Nige opened his mouth to respond, then closed it again.
“As you know,” David went on, obscenely polite, “Innfinity has infinite rooms.
When every room is occupied by a guest and a new infinitely large group of guests arrives,
we—”
“I know this one,” Nige butted in. “Shunt all the existing guests to the room that’s
their current room number times two, so only the even-numbered rooms are occupied,
then stick the new lot in the odd ones. ‘Cos both of ‘em’s infinitely big, innit?” He beamed,
showing off little strings of saliva connecting his whitened teeth.
“We used to do that, sir,” said David, “but as I’m sure you can imagine, it was an
awful lot of hassle to ask an infinite number of guests to move. The guests in lowernumbered rooms tended not to mind too much—number ten would just be down the hall
from number five—but the ones required to make some truly staggering journeys were,
understandably, unenthralled.”
“Makes sense,” said Nige, crestfallen. “So you don’t do that anymore?”
“We do not.”
“Shame. Woulda been funny to watch ‘em all bumbling around.” Nige sighed.
“What about the one where there’s a car in one room and all the others are goats? Still do
that one?”
“Different thing entirely, sir.”
Nige sighed again, tapping his fingers on the desk. “So if nobody’s moving,
where’re we gonna go?”
“Well,” said David, with the picture-perfect smile of the proud host, “we no longer
design hotel experiences in space, but in time. Why only use three dimensions when so
many more are available?”
Nige’s eyebrows crawled down his forehead until his eyes were almost invisible.
“Time.”
“Indeed. Which is, of course—”
“—an array of skewed cones, yeah,” Nige interrupted. “We all know that, Davey,
c’mon. Time’s wasting.” He frowned. ‘Unless it isn’t.”
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“Oh, we never waste any times,” said David.
Nige nodded as if he understood perfectly, frowning in a way that suggested he
wasn’t understanding at all. “Look,” he said, patting the pile of paper, “been a long journey,
so can you just get us all booked in, yeah?”
“Of course, sir.” David fed the stack into a contraption resembling a cross between
a photocopier, a binding machine, and a bottomless abyss. “It’s very finely calculated,” he
said as the appliance whirred. “Each party’s cone is placed such that it never overlaps with
any other, providing a bespoke chronological experience for every group with both internal
continuity and inter-party discreteness.”
“Course,” Nige agreed.
“Thus we maintain the singular delight of the Innfinity experience for all who
visit,” that practiced smile again, “while ensuring the Evertime remains at peace.”
“Oh, yeah.” Nige cleared his throat. “Obviously we all know, Davey, but...maybe
best explain again, just in case anyone’s listening who hasn’t heard of the Alltime somehow.”
“Evertime,” David corrected, immediately but with precise politeness. “The entity
whose time cone contains all others.”
“Ah,” said Nige, eyebrows on the move again. “That.”
“Keeping the Evertime appeased is Innfinity’s most vital function,” said David,
glancing at the paper-processing machine as it finished with a merry click. “Let’s see when
you’ve been allocated.” He checked a readout crammed with scribbles, then adopted the
expression that was universal hospitality code for we’re very sorry but there’s a slight issue.
“Well, we’ve got your destination,” he said, “and what are the odds? Well: infinity-to-one.”
“Eh?”
“Well, there is a precisely infinity-to-one chance of any given group of guests
being assigned any specific location in time, since there are infinite locations. Yours is the
most prestigious and exclusive of all: the Evertime!”
“Right,” murmured Nige. “Only we were hoping for...maybe a beach or
something.”
“There may be beaches,” said David. “Who knows?”
“Shouldn’t you know?”
“Oh, this is unprecedented,” said David. “We always knew we would one day
sacrifice infinite people to the Evertime to keep it eternally at peace. I never thought I’d
be the one, though, since Innfinity only has to make one infinite sacrifice in all of infinite
time.” He smiled, then pressed a button.
“Might just go to a normal hotel,” muttered Nige, and then the floor of Innfinity’s
spectacular lounge exploded into asynchronous, anachronistic, unchronometrical
catastrophe. In moments that were aeons, the Evertime swallowed the entire
contemporaneity before vanishing into untime as if nothing had happened—which, in
most ways that mattered, it hadn’t.
Elsewhere in Innfinity’s timeline, the roster of staff closest to the event—and thus
first to be notified—sighed with relief: housekeepers at having one less group to do infinite
work for, middle managers at not having been the ones to be obliterated out of
temporality, and the financial director at the fact that the party had already paid in full.
END
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AD SPACE

A Note From Our Publisher:
“What are you working on?”
If you’re a comic book professional, that’s the standard question. “What are you
working on?”
Comic books are commercial art that depends on constant output. If you’re a
working professional, your fellow pros will assume that (a) you’re working on something
and (b) you probably have something on the stands or hitting the stands soon. The
assumption is that you are making comics.
Getting started making comics is difficult. It takes time to develop your style
and your quality. The time of practice is crucial, since you need time to explore the
medium and improve your technique. Getting to the point where you have something
new on the shelves on a consistent basis is even more challenging.
Last year, during the height of the pandemic, I pulled together a group of
ambitious, scrappy creators who worked together to create an amazing publication.
Thirty-plus creators banded together over email, message boards, and live chat to create
an award-winning anthology. This was the first significant published work for 80% of the
contributors.
The anthology topped out at 144 pages of comic stories and prose. It was a
full-color package that was (and still is) available for free download. We agreed as a
community that it would be more beneficial to our creators to increase circulation of our
anthology than to try to profit from it financially.
To date, the anthology has won three awards. Think about that for a moment.
A group of first-time creators are now part of an anthology that won multiple awards.
That’s not a bad way to start your career in comics.
So, of course, we decided to capitalize on the momentum. What you have here
is our second annual anthology. It was unanimously decided that we should continue
to give new and developing creators a platform to develop their craft and build their
respective audiences. As with the first anthology, this will be free to download.
The second anthology picks up with the first one left off, except it is separate
and unique in several ways:
We started with a creative prompt. In this case, we chose “The Time Inn” as a
creative prompt. We encouraged our creators to interpret the prompt and use it as part of
their stories.
We encouraged more prose stories. As it turns out, there are a lot of really good
prose writers who have a passion for comic books.
The editors produced this anthology largely without me. I’m still the publisher,
but a group of very talented editors produced this themselves.
In the first anthology, I was a guiding editor. I offered limited, but constructive
feedback to individual creators. In this anthology, I provided the creative prompt (The
Time Inn) and left the community and the editors to drive everything else.
This is a big step for the community and the individual creators. It shows that
several members (check the masthead of this anthology) are now capable of editing
a large anthology with many different creators and types of stories. That’s a big and
relevant step, since it makes all of them more marketable to publishers who need these
kinds of skills.
Continued...
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Since the first anthology, many of our creators have continued their professional
growth. Some are self-publishing their own comics, while others are contributing to
other publishers. Most have also learned the value of ongoing personal branding in social
media channels, as a way of building and maintaining a professional platform.
I developed Comic Book School on the simple premise that experience and a
strong network can help many creators reach their professional goals. I focus on shared,
community-based experience around the craft and business of making comics. This
second anthology continues to provide those craft and business experiences.
It’s worth noting that several NY-area creators met at the EternalCon on Long
Island just prior to the publication of this anthology. We hosted educational panels and
set up two tables in Artist’s Alley. This was a growing experience for our creators, as
some of them had never tabled and most of them had never led a panel specifically at a
comic book convention. As I’ve mentioned, we focus on both the craft and the business
side of making comics.
There are so many people to thank for their support, including top pros who
contributed their time and advice to help nurture our community. Some of these creators
have actually contributed to this anthology, as a way of lending the gravity of their names
and fan base to help us attract new readers.
Special thanks to our contributing educators and guest lecturers:
Frank Patz Batista
Michael Dolce
Jamal Igle
Joseph Illidge
Tom Peyer
Brian Pulido
Darren Sanchez
With some luck, we’ll be back at live events again to celebrate the comic book
business. I’m looking forward to seeing old friends and making new ones.
And, thanks to some determined creators of current and next-generation
professionals, this anthology is the answer to a very important question:
“What are you working on?”
Buddy Scalera
Founder
Comic Book School
August, 2021
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This is the second volume of the Creator Connections #8PageChallenge
Anthology: Panel 2, we showcase those individuals who to commit hard work and
prioritize dedication to the craft and business of making comics. Many new and returning
creators contribute to this great anthology. The people that have come together to make
this second book inspire me. I am so proud of the Comic Book School Community for this
great accomplishment.
The hope for 2021 to be “a better year” was often repeated to me with a tired sense
of resolve. Some people worked to advance with determination, others are still dealing with
the results of the last few years. Comic Book School is no different: always teaching, always
learning about all the aspects of making comic books. This year presented some amazing
new opportunities. We began streaming shows with industry professionals. We showcased
our creators’ successes, made friends , and promoted each other’s projects. We even
trended on social more than once. And of course we began on our second anthology. So as
the press for Panel 1 came to a close, my co-editor A. A. Rubin, and I began to talk about
how we would start the next 8-page challenge: Panel 2.
It wasn’t easy. Returning to this project and inviting new participatants was,
actually, more of a challenge. A precedent was set about what this community could do,
and we, as a community, had to rise up and meet those expecations. We had to learn more
efficient ways of doing things, to improve, and hopefully, become excellent. There was
much to discuss: what we did well, and how to improve. We invited more people to help
with the business and production of the book, something most beginner creators know
little about. And that added a new, steep learning curve to our production process.
This year, we used a theme suggested by our publisher and founder, Buddy
Scalera; “The Time Inn”. There was a lot of discussion about whether we should restrict
our first-timers with a prompt, how it could be used as a learning tool for working in the
industry, and what it would mean to use such a loosely-defined variable in this process.
Our creators rose to the challenge with many innovative stories. Some even expressed this
helped to push them through creative blocks, and improve their skills. The new theme, and
guidelines helped each of us find new ways to express ourselves.
And so once more, we jumped into a crazy, mixed-up year of online
communication and creating comics. There are so many people I’d like to call out in
appreciation. First and foremost, Buddy Scalera, our founder and mentor in the Comic
Book School community, a man dedicated to helping others achieve their comics dreams.
Thank you for being a guide and friend who is committed to our success by giving us the
knowledge and support we need to make more comics.
To all our industry professional friends and guests, thank you for taking the time
to speak with us, work with us, and share your wealth of knowledge in the hope we can
one day be where you are, especially: Darren Sanchez, a contributor to the anthology and
a friend of the community, Jamal Igle and Tom Peyer for multiple guest appearances and
invested follow-up on our community boards, Brian Pulido for your insight and honesty
about the comic book industry and all the knowledge that comes from it, Mike Dolce for
your excitement and enthusiasm for this visual medium and all the ways we can apply it,
Frank Patz-Batista for welcoming us back to our first in-person con, Joseph Illidge for your
sharing the history and amazing journey of your career in comics, and Howard Chaykin
for making yourself available to our community through your Talent Talk chats, and all the
follow-up that came after. A special thanks to Lipe Diaz, and all the amazing art from your
students, which made our anthology even more inspiring. To all the people who support
us, it means the world to us that you share, thank you.
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To our promoters, press advocates, and friends of the community without
whom, our community and our anthologies would still be a small project done during
the quarantine, you are the best examples of what it is to be a comics fan. We appreciate
your time and effort you telling our story and share our work with the same passion and
excitement we had in making it. Specifically: Michael Grassia, Sebastian Bonet, Meredith
Loughran, Jerel Motos, Jorge Medina, Sam Vera, Matthew Kund, and George Michail
To the Creative Team, for the header graphics, the live streams, the press, and the
social media. It was a year of firsts for our team to put out branded content and make
Comic Book School a more professional, cohesive endeavor. To the Tech Team for your
time and knowledge, we appreciate all you do to keep us up and running. To all the people
in the Council of the Willing, thank you for jumping into the fray. We couldn’t continue
to build this awesome community without your help. Especially: Bolu Oriowo for your
amazing voice, both in speech and copy, you are going places, don’t stop. Jarrod Elvin,
for making all the calls and the graphics from the other side of the world, you are more
talented than you know, my friend. Kristian Stout your dedication to the arts, your talent is
electrifying. There are just so many more...Joel Jacob Barker, Mike Ponce, Arielle Lupkin,
Philip Burnette, Evan Scale, Jack Holder, George Dawkins II, Kevin Pei, James McGill,
Kyle Rose, Cathy Kirch, and Maryam Muhammad.
Rob Andersin is our cheerleader, live stream support, and motivational champion.
He ran the Independent Creator Awards, and continually supports all indie comic book
creators and their endeavors to make this medium better. We can’t thank you enough for
standing up, holding us accountable, and being present with a clear and determined voice
in the council. You are a true comic book advocate.
The most sincere thanks to A. A. Rubin. We did it again! I feel like this one is
somehow more significant because we had a better idea of what needed to be done. And
without your tireless accountability, and late hours promoting and connecting with our
partners and our community this just would not have happened. I don’t know how you
find the time to be all the things that you are and accomplish all that you do at the level of
greatness you achieve, but it never stops inspiring me. Keep it up, my friend.  
And to Kris Burgos, our 2021 Project Manager: I feel like I may have thrown you
into the fire without warning, but you survived! Time and again you came through and
always finished the calls and recaps with a smile. Your trial by fire is over, and you have
come through alive and kicking. You did us proud, so stand tall—and put this on your
resume; then let me know what job you want to try next year, because I know whatever it is
you will succeed.
A big thank you to all the people who participated, and supported us in the
live streams, calls, social storms and our comics journeys. We appreciate you and, your
feedback, and we are so happy to share our work with you. We hope you love it. Finally, to
all the contributors to the book, the site, and the community, this comic book anthology is
for you.
-D. Alley, the Redheadeded
“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for
with ardour and attended to with diligence.” —Abigail Adams
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Cover Submission 1
Artist: Bolu Oriowo
Instagram: @aesthetic_derelict
Twitter: @aesderelict
Website: https://boluoriowo.wixsite.com/oriowoportfolio
Cover Submission 2
Artist: Israel Rodriguez
Instagram: @izmoney10000
Facebook: @israelkrodriguez
Website: https://www.deviantart.com/izmoney10000
Cover Submission 3
Artist: Philip Burnette
Instagram: @philip.space
Website: https://deviantart.com/philipspace
Website: https://philipburnette.wixsite.com/cyanidewota
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Foreword by Brian Pulido
Website: https://www.ladydeathuniverse.com/
Website: https://coffincomicsshop.com/
Twitter: @thebrianpulido
Afterward by Jamal Igle
Website: https://jamaligle.com/
Twitter: @jamaligle
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AFTERWORD
It dawned on me the other day, that I’ve been working in comics for the last
30 years. I’ve been in love with comics for much, much longer than that of course. That
said, my involvement with the medium of comics has been long lasting and I believe
fruitful.
Over the years, I’ve not only have had the privilege of working with legendary
creators as an artist, but as an editor and art director as well. My journey wasn’t always
easy. Comics can be a demanding mistress. The deadlines and the demands to be not
only consistent as a creator, but to be innovative as well can be somewhat daunting.
Like any creative endeavor, the reader doesn’t see the hours spent in front of
the computer or a desk, in front of glowing screens or under hot lights. Time passes with
every key stroke, every line drawn.  Yet, I still love the effort, the uncertainty of every
page coming together. I still love comics. All comics, every part of the process of making
a good, or even great comic.
One of the best parts of my love affair with comics has been the discovery of upand-coming talent. I really enjoy not only seeing a new creator burst onto the scene but
watching their creative evolution.
The thing about creators is, often where they begin is never where they end.
What I mean is, as a creator, we enter our world as a sum of our influences, coupled
by whatever training we’ve undertaken prior to getting to the point where we are ready
to produce. Everything we’ve seen, heard, read, experienced becomes a part of our
“style.” As a friend once said to me “Style is made up of the things we’ve learned and the
mistakes we make.” So as new creators begin to learn more about what works for them
creatively, they also learn to do the best work they can within a tight timeframe and
collaborate with other creators. Then, something happens...they begin to also observe
things in different ways. They look at new influences, they bring in new experiences and
their style changes. It can be subtle, it can be a dramatic shift as they discover someone
who is completely unrelated to the medium. Still, it happens.
It’s that growth that drives me more. I’ve watched my own work change and
grow over three decades, sometimes subtly, sometimes very dramatically. I know that’s
something that most creatives share. The thrill of evolution.
Evolution is inevitable, but I love seeing that initial spark and watching them
grow. Sometimes, that spark needs help fanning the creative flame, and that’s where
Buddy Scalera comes in. Buddy watched my spark burn. I’ve known Buddy almost as
long as I’ve been working professionally and his Comic Book School program is giving
these new creators a platform to learn, to grow. I love seeing their enthusiasm and I hope
they continue on their journeys, no matter what form their evolution takes.
Jamal Igle
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